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SECTION1: INTRODUCTION  

“ INSERTION ”electromagnetic Flow Meters use Faraday’s law of induction as 
the basis of measuring liquid flow. It consist of a sensor type I-MAG insertion and a 
signal converter CFM. The signal converter is a weather proof wall mountable unit 
of IP65 protection class. It  has a  menu driven set-up facility and indicates 
instantaneous flow and Total flow on a 2 line  alpha-numeric display. It can  
output signal proportional to Flow with a 4 to 20mA , with programmable range. 
There are other options like Data Logging and Printing of Logged data  also. 

1.0 APPLICATION RANGE 

 Raw water and pure water flow metering
 Flow Control loops.
 Juice flow control in sugar industries.
 Other flow measurement and control in chemical process.

SECTION2:  SENSOR DESCRIPTION 

2.0 THEORY OF MEASURMENT 

The  “INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  operate on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic 
induction which  states that a moving conductor of electricity generates an induced 
e.m.f., when it moves through a magnetic field.  
The INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  generates a magnetic field around itself. The 
magnetic field is generated inside a pipe As the conductive fluid cuts these lines of 
force, an e.m.f. is generated across the two electrodes embedded on the tip of 
INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  .This e.m.f. is then amplified and processed to 
give linear indication of flow in desired engineering units. 

2.1 I-MAG INSERTION PROBE 

It contains two electrodes and magnetic coil inside the probe which is driven by a 
bipolar pulsed constant current which generates the magnetic field. As the fluid 
moves through the field, an e.m.f. is generated across the electrodes arranged 
perpendicular to the flow direction (refer to fig 2.0) 

A Pre-amp is provided with a 3 meter cable signal cable connects to connecting the 
basic sensor, which  has a fixed gain and located in a weather-proof junction box .Its 
output signal is then transmitted to the main instrument(Signal converter) The sensor 
can be kept up to 100 meters away from the signal converter using a shielded, low 
cost cable. 
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SECTION 3 IN LINE INSTALLATION 

3.0 Mounting Hardware and General Comments  

INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  system  is a two component system : 

1.ADDMAS Signal Converter :
3.ADDMAS Sensor : 

Other standard accessories include (only with Magbar 600) 

1.0 90º weldment or 90º Threaded Nipple 
2.0 1 ¼” Ball Valve 
3.0 Pressure seal assembly 
4.0 Tie Rods & fastners 

DO’S AND DON’T 

 Sensor should not be banged or dropped

>   Sensor has two stainless steel electrodes on them. These electrodes should be 
kept clean. Use soft soap or detergent to clean them periodically. If there is a dried 
up deposition, it can be gently scrapped with scalpel blade. Be careful not to scrap or 
cut the blue colored epoxy surrounding the electrodes. 

 If during actual use of the instruments if there is sudden drop or change in
velocity reading, inspect if the sensor is covered by debris. Any obstructions on
the sensor tip portion be removed or coating be cleaned as indicated above.

Earthing 

The sensor flanges should preferably be earthed to a good earth with a thick 
conductor at least 5 sq.mm wire. The electrical potential of the liquid must always 
be equal to the electrical potential of the sensor.  

3.1   INSTALLATION  OF INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  . 

3.1.1 INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  Location 

 The sensor must be mounted on a section of the pipe where a fully developed 
flow profile occurs and where pipe is always full. Adequate clearance (apporx.1.5 
mtrs) should be available above the pipe, for insertion or removal of sensor. The 
sensor can be inserted or remove even when the pipe is full and under pressure. 

The sensors linearity and repeatability are influenced by disturbance in the 
velocity profile commonly introduced by upstream piping ie. valves, pumps, elbow, 
reduces etc. to avoid asymmetrical flow profiles, a straight, uninterrupted run of pipe 
is recommended, As such it is based at the “INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  ” is 
located with 20 pipe diameters upstream & 10 pipe diameters down stream of 
uninterrupted runs. 
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While using a velocity flow device like “INSERTION MAG 
FLOWMETER  ” in a pipe to achieve a flow rate, the sensors tip  should be located 
at “D/8” from inside top of the pipe. (D is Pipe I.D.). If absolute accuracy is needed , 
a flow profile must be fully determined before locating the probe. 

3.3.2 INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  INSTALLATION  (Refer to fig 3) 

(A) A 90 weldment supplied needs to be welded first on to the pipe line. Separate 
the weldment from the ball valve before welding .The pipe must be emptied & 
drilled at the top (Hole dia must be > 40 +1/ -0 mm) 

The weldment is made of  SS 304 & needs to be fully welded to the pipe .Please 
ensure that the weldment is at 90 to the pipe. 

After the weldment is fixed, the ball valve can be installed on to it using Teflon 
tape or such sealing method to achieve seal proof joint. The “INSERTION MAG 
FLOWMETER  ” location is then ready for installation for C.I. pipes use weldment 
on a Saddle piece. 

(B). Locate the pressure seal with is flange on to  the ball valve. Put appropriate 
gasket in between. “INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  ” is now be located through 
the pressure seal assembly and Guide Bars are passed thru the Sensor Flange. The 
tapped end of the guide bars is used for fixing the pressure seal flange to the ball 
valve. Ensure that the arrow direction on the sensor aligns to the pipe 
direction.Use two other holes  on the flange  for fixing Bolts and nuts. 

CAUTION 
1. Ball valve’s lever should protrude away from the pipe when the valve is in

open condition. 
2. Ball valve should not be on the weldment during welding.
3. Pressure seal assembly has loose parts such as O- rings. These should not

be kept loose or else they can get lost.
4. The “INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  “ depth of insertion ‘L’ should be

marked as follows
a. Measure length of pressure seal assembly top surface to pipe face= A mm .
b. Pipe thickness = T mm.
c. Pipe internal dia / 8 = Y mm
 L = A + T + Y mm 
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 NOTEs : 
Screw jack only for High pressure option. 
Ball valve , pressure seal type may defer from Sketch above 
Please leave 1 mtr head room above the pipe for inserting INSERTION MAG 
FLOWMETER  sensor.  
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SECTION 4      DESCRIPTION -Signal Converter 

A simplified block diagram of signal converter is as shown in fig.4.0 

The COIL-DRIVE circuit generates the pulsating bipolar current in the sensor. The 
TIMING GENERATOR derives 50Hz signal. The sensor signal is amplified 
differentially and then amplified further by a SAMPLING AMPLIFIER .The amplified 
analog signal is converted into digital signal by the ADC section (inbuilt with 
processor). The other status signals like ‘FLT’, ‘ EMPTY-PIPE’, etc are the given to 
the MICROPROCESSOR UNIT. The microprocessor generates PWM signal 
proportional to flow velocity for IOUT. RS232/RS485 interfaces signals, alarms and 
output signals as per programming or options opted by the user. 
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SECTION 5 : SIGNAL CONVERTER  INSTALLATION 

The INSERTION MAG FLOWMETER  can be located anywhere unto 100m from the 
flow sensor using shielded cables. These cables however should be kept away from 
high voltage power cables and should be passed through GI conduit. Approximate 
connection needs to be needs to be between ‘sensor’ “Amplifier Module” & MFM 
600and also the current outputs of Converter is taken out if need be for remote 
monitoring. Please refer to the termination details given in this manual (fig.: 5.0.) 

The signal converter needs to be mounted under a canopy or shade with appropriate 
power (230 Vac or 24 Vdc options ) to be brought to the field. An arrangement for 
power ON/OFF needs to be made before connection to field signal converter . 

After installation of Sensor in the pipe, interconnect it to Amplifier Module terminals. 
Refer to Termination details for this purpose, fig.5.0    

Sensor is then setup for the required pipe diameter, F.S. discharge and Totaliser 
resolution / ranges, low flow cutoff and I-OUT F.S etc. 

Please refer to the section  7  for setting- up various parameters. 

6.0  OUTPUT OPTIONS FOR SIGNAL CONVERTER. 

1. 0-20 mA or 4-20mA CURRENT OUTPUT

The signal converter transmits isolated 0/4-20 mA current output proportional to the 
discharge. This current output can be used for remote monitoring/ indication or  
recording purpose. 

2. RS-485 COMMUNICATION (OPTIONAL)

The signal converter can be used for remote monitoring/indication or recording 
purposes by interfacing it to communication line. 

7.0  SETTING UP the flow meter 

7.1 Instrument Setup: 

The flow meter is normally factory calibrated for Range 1 (0-2.5 m/s) unless required 
by the customer. 
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SECTION 8   TECHNICAL DATA 

FEATURES: SIGNAL CONVERTOR 

 IP54 Wall Housing (IP66 Metal Housing) Optional)

 Day and night visible, backlit, larges size 16X2 display

 Advance Electronics with built-in Data logging and Real time clock option

 230V ac / 115V ac or 24 V dc operation option

 Easy to Program/setup through keyboard and display

 Communication via RS-485 optional

 Isolated 0/4 to 20mA current output Optional

 Suitable for  insertion probes

 Programmable engineering units, filter value, low flow cut off, pulse volume for
Totaliser and output pulses, Q max ,flow velocity range, daily report time ,print
interval, print message, FIRM’s NAME.

 Display can be rolled to read Q,T & Velocity

 Forward & Reverse Flow indications and separate Totalisers

Measuring range 0.5 m/s to 2.5 m/s 

Accuracy  +/- 2 % of FS from 0.5 to 2.5 M/sec 
+/- 1 % of FS from 0.5 to 2.5 M/sec (Optional) 

Coil Current Pulsating D.C. with measuring frequency 
 6.25Hz. 

Service Temperature 60C  for Epoxy filling 

Wetted material SS 304 Pipe, SS 316 Electrodes (std) * 
 Neoprene Gaskets 

Service Pressure 10-bar max. (20 bar option) 

Fluid conductivity >/= 20 micro mhos/c 

Housing  IP65, Epoxy painted 
Accessory   Special sensor cable’s 5mtrs supplied 

 Additional length upto 100mtrs can be supplied. 
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Totaliser Two nos; Forward and reverse flow 8 digits  

Engineering units  m3, Ltr, ML, MG, BG, CF 
For pulse Volume for ‘T’ 

Flow Direction  + /- direction  can be programmed 

Daily Report  Time of reporting is programmable. 

Filter 01 to 90 seconds programmable. 

Low Flow cut off User settable from 0-10% of velocity range  

SECTION 9   TROUBLE SHOOTING 

 NO SIGNAL OUTPUT : 

   POSSIBLE CAUSE  REMEDY  

 Mains Fuse blown * Replace fuse (150ma for A.C
& 1.5 amp for D.C operation)

 Zero flow or empty pipe * Check flow conditions
Check if MT if unused-is grounded.

 Sensor cable faulty * Check cable continuity ,Replace
cable 

 Sensor Orientation,insertion depth faulty      * Sensor flow direction should be
along  the pipe and insertion should   

 be at average velocity point of flow    
 Path.  

 None of the above * Contact Factory

UNSTEADY SIGNAL OUTPUT 

 Pipe empty * Ensure pipe is full
 Bad Earthing * Ensure good EARTHING at sensor

and at Signal Converter
 Sensor defective * Contact Factory

 MFM 600 unit faulty * Contact Factory
 Unsteady readings * Pulsating flow,Swirled/Distorted

flow profile, Faulty Location of  sensor, 
Check sensor installation        
Increase filter value  

INSTRUMENT INDICATIONS 

 “Sensor Fault “indication * Check sensor coil connection
 Over range indication * Check display format & Q unit

&  Select appropriate unit.& settings
 P-Vol (Totaliser resolution setting) 
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